At our
our assignment in 2nd
grade
Junior
Achievement class at
West Hills was to
learn about the
community. When I
asked the kids what made up their
community they listed their parents,
churches, schools, businesses and so
on. When I said what about their
dogs? They lit up like roman candles.
They couldn’t wait to tell me about
their dogs. And yes they said their
dogs were a big part of their
community. I couldn’t agree with
them more.
Over the years, I can still recall some
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of the neighbor’s dogs:
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and the list goes on
and on. Unfortunately, most of these
guys have passed away but I can still
recall every one of them, their
individual personalities and the joy
they brought to our neighbors.
On
Several groups
will be manning booths from
Kingston Pike to Yorkshire. Bring
your best friend and meet some of our
best community members as we walk
the sidewalk from Kingston Pike to
Yorkshire!
Speaking of Dogs, West Hills may have
the opportunity to be a part of the
Dogwood Arts Trail. This could be a
great opportunity to show off our
neighborhood. At our upcoming
Wesley Neighbors meeting
will be giving us more information on
what this could mean for West Hills
and what is necessary to make it
happen.

meeting
with the
will be our guest
speaker and gives us a rundown on
their efforts to place as many best
friends as possible with great owners.
Should be a fun meeting!
Switching gears, I need to alert
everybody that there has been a string
of small thefts from unlocked cars on
Stockton and Rockingham Drives.
Mostly it has been change taken from
these vehicles and more expensive
items left behind.

KPD is tracking this and we need to put
a stop to it before it escalates.

Lastly, I want to thank those who came
out that first Saturday in March and
picked up litter along Wesley, West
Hills Elementary and the Bearden
Library. I sometimes wonder who
really gives a dog poop about our
neighborhood and then you guys
show up on a cold Saturday morning
to do something for somebody other
than yourself. And that makes me glad
that I serve.
I love this neighborhood!
John
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Short-Term Rehabilitation
WellPark at Shannondale offers a new style of physical rehabilitation care
in Knoxville, Tennessee. Our approach focuses on healing the body with the
most advanced therapies and equipment, as well as soothing the soul in our
luxurious, park-like setting. From the cutting-edge HydroWorx pool to the fluffy white robe
and gourmet dining selections, every detail at WellPark is centered on your recovery and
comfort. Our progressive vision for rehabilitation
often leads to shorter recovery times and better
outcomes, so you can return home refreshed and
recommitted to living your best life.

WellPark at Shannondale
www.WellPark@shannondaletn.com

865-690-3411

For an appointment, tour or questions
regarding WellPark at Shannondale,
7512 Middlebrook Pike

Have you paid your Annual Dues to help support your
neighborhood’s activities? If not, please take a moment
and send your contribution in the enclosed envelope to:
John Heins, 6908 Stockton Drive, Knoxville, TN 37909

Neighborhood Real Estate News

As of 1/1/17

Jack Creed 588-9454
Robert Langan 423-437-7577
Jack Creed 588-9454

Connie Brodish 406-4472

